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a regular second grade is little improvement over keeping him home. The courts have already recognized that such a child must have a program appropriate to his needs.14 Eventually the courts must decide exactly what "appropriate" means in this context. Similarly, courts will find themselves dealing with whether a particular educational program is "adequate" if they recognize the legal claims of non-English-speaking children, as they are currently being asked to do. 15 In medicine, another technically sophisticated field, courts were initially reluctant to evaluate the details of treatment; by now, they are no longer so restrained. All phases of medicine are now subject to judicial scrutiny in medical malpractice cases.16 On the whole, liability for medical injuries is probably a good thing in terms both of generally improved health care and fairness to victims." Still, courts need not supervise all injury-causing activities or provide a forum for the complaints of all victims. Many disputes between employees and employers about plant safety are resolved through grievance procedures established through collective bargaining and not through the courts. Many issues relating to air and water pollution are resolved through the political process or through administrative tribunals rather than through the judicial process. Similarly, attention should be given to alternate routes to school reform which might reduce the need for judicial intervention.
Alternate Education Reform Prospects

Consumerism
Today students are referred to as the consumers of schooling, who may be expected to demand rights and satisfaction as do consumers of other products. Educators often talk about education as a product and not just a process. The consumer movement is not satisfied with legal remedies for individually injured consumers; instead, it emphasizes improving products, increasing consumer information about products, or ridding the market of products before injuries occur. Some educators argue that consumerism in education should concentrate on product reform such as community control, open classrooms, individualized instruction, team teaching, and the like, rather than on lawsuits for individually injured consumers. They point to the success of lobbying efforts by Ralph Nader and others and suggest that liability plays only a small role in product improvement. I find this argument unconvincing. The law of product liability bolsters calls to eliminate dangerous products uncovered by publicinterest crusaders.18 Once unsafe items are revealed, I believe the fear of damage actions greatly affects manufacturer behavior. So long as children are told to attend a particular school and in the elementary grades are assigned a particular teacher, consumerism in public education remains limited. The power held by buyers in the product market is simply not available to schoolchildren or their parents.
Self-imposed Accountability
Educators might argue that the need for suits by nonlearners is mitigated by the school world's internal push for teacher accountability.19 Yet, individual lawsuits reflect impatience with the direction in which this accountability movement is going. Although still in its infant stages, teacher accountability seems to be aimed at group accountability. Even when sanctions are finally employed, teachers will be paid more or less, or promoted or fired, because their class as a whole, or students on the average, did or did not reach certain previously agreed upon objectives.20 Obviously the same sanctions could apply to accomplishments or the lack of accomplishments of individual pupils, but that does not seem to be a likely development.21 Teacher accountability seems unresponsive to those special needs of nonlearners which lawsuits like Peter Doe's seek to have satisfied.
When Peter Doe was in school, California already had a statewide accountability rule: students were not to graduate from high school without being able to read at the eighthgrade level, although exceptions were to be made for those who participated in remedial reading programs while in high school. 22 That state policy did not seem to boost reading achievement results. Perhaps it was because the sanction for noncompliance was against students (no graduation) and not against teachers.23
Choice
In recent years there has been a revived interest in education-vouchers schemes.24 Proponents argue that providing family choice in education will improve education. They assume that the choice process will better match a student's needs to his educational program than do current practices-incomplete guidance and counseling procedures and the neighborhood-school assignment plan. When families have a choice, schools will be under more pressure to produce good results.
At this point children are offered only a few open enrollment plans permitting them to choose among public schools,25 plus one federally funded experimental program which is moving slowly to include private schools among the choices available to families.26 I believe that choice could bring about reforms far greater than those which might result from suits like Peter Doe's, but it appears at present that widespread use of vouchers is not a realistic alternative. 27 An intriguing possibility is that Peter Doe's suit, more than intellectual rhetoric, might push the public school system toward large-scale experimentation with choice. I suggest this because one of the bases of Peter Doe's case is that the public schools mislead people by promising more than they can deliver. Perhaps this is inevitable in a system which relies on compulsion for its buyers and taxes for its revenues. To avoid this problem, the system may be persuaded to try switching, at least in part, to vouchers. Schools would advertise their programs and results in order to attract customers and parents would base their choices on the data provided, so they should have reasonable expectations of a school's capabilities. Parents would not be able to claim that they had to rely blindly on an unexplained educational program. Competition among schools supposedly will ensure that high expectations will be warranted under a voucher plan.
Negligence and Strict Liability Compared
A much-publicized problem is that young children eat lead paint and become sick from it. Suppose we find out that children eat lead paint because it tastes like candy and that injuries could be prevented by adding some bad tasting flavoring to the paint. If paint manufacturers are liable for the injuries caused to children, economic theory tells us that they will add flavoring to their paint provided, and only provided, that the cost of the flavoring is lower than the cost of their paying damage claims brought by child victims or their parents if these are the only options open to them. If adding the flavoring is more expensive paint manufacturers will not choose to make the paint bad tasting; they will simply pay the damage claims. Manufacturers will choose a cheaper and hence more economically efficient solution. A rule which makes paint manufacturers liable regardless of the cost of prevention pursues both compensation and efficiency goals. Since all victims are compensated, this rule of "strict liability" or "liability without fault" makes paint manufacturers insurers against injury from their products.
Instead of making paint manufacturers automatically liable when children get sick from eating paint, we might adopt a narrower rule and make them liable only if the cost of flavoring is cheaper than the cost of the damage claims. According to this rule, manufacturers will be liable only when they choose the less economically efficient course of action. This narrower rule defines being "negligent"-failing to take a cost-effective precaution.28 Therefore, the availability of damage claims to victims under the negligence rule acts primarily as an incentive to assure that victims challenge inefficiency. Under negligence, victims who are injured in cases when the safety precaution proposed to the defendant is not cost effective are not compensated; this point is crucial to the understanding of the difference between negligence and strict liability.
We may translate these alternate bases for liability into the context of suits against schools. Assume that there are some children for whom there are no cost-effective measures available to make them learners; I will call them "inevitable nonlearners." If schools are only liable when they are negligent, that is, when they could have done something cost effective to prevent nonlearning, lawsuits will be unsuccessful as long as the schools act efficiently. Inevitable nonlearners will neither learn nor be compensated. If schools are strictly liable whenever any child fails to learn, inevitable nonlearners still will not learn, for a rational school district will find it cheaper to pay damages to them than to try to teach them. If we impose strict liability on the schools, although we will compensate more children we probably should not expect to produce more efficient education.29 Before we assume that liability of either type will reduce the incidence of nonlearning, we must determine whether the schools can introduce cost-effective methods of learning which they are not now using.
The inquiry into whether cost-effective action is possible is not limited to measures which somehow may be substituted for current expenditures. In our inquiry into the lead paint problem we do not ask whether paint manufacturers can substitute bad flavoring for a less costly paint container. Rather we assume that paint manufacturers will have to bear the additional cost of flavoring if that is an efficient way of reducing lead poisoning in children. This additional cost might even put manufacturers out of business unless they can pass some or all of it on to their customers. Whether or not the cost could be passed on would depend upon the market; if customers are parents who fear injuries to their children, or persons altruistically interested in paying to prevent injuries to children, or, more likely, persons who have no ready substitute for lead paint, the additional costs might be absorbed by the buyers.
Let us consider this point in the school setting. If schools are now so inefficient that they could produce better results for less money if they used different methods, liability might generate fewer nonlearners without raising the cost of schooling. However, assume that even when waste is squeezed from the school budget there are still available cost-effective tech-niques that would add to the school's cost of preventing nonlearners. If liability were imposed when the schools did not take these expensive measures, the schools would be forced to (1) obtain more tax dollars, (2) shift resources away from students who were assured of learning, or (3) go broke.
Following the argument this far, education reformers would probably prefer negligence to strict liability, since it would be almost as effective in promoting efficiency and is cheaper to the schools. If compensation for all victims were desired, education reformers would like to see it paid from some other source. Proponents of strict liability will argue that the judicial process is very bad at deciding in particular cases whether there is a cost-effective solution available and, if so, who should provide it. They reject completely the utility of the negligence concept and are left with a choice between strict liability and no liability. Given that choice they favor strict liability when a cost-efficient, accident-preventing solution is probable and injurers have access to that solution. In the real world, they argue, this approach creates fewer mistakes than does negligence and results in a positive good if inevitable victims are compensated. Unfortunately, these strict-liability proponents have not yet made clear whether schooling is an activity for which strict liability is logical under their criteria.
The current debate over the relative merits of negligence and strict liability will surely continue.30 It is necessary to understand the theoretical alternatives available in school cases when considering whether or not it makes sense to move away from the present de facto rule of no liability. Negligence is the basic rule in accident cases in American law, although strict liability is becoming more widely used, particularly in the consumer-goods field.
At the outset I believe that courts, if they recognized school liability at all, would only apply the negligence rule. Since courts are often hesitant when entering a new field,31 I suspect that they would suggest that any liability without fault in the school setting should be introduced through legislation, just as the liability-without-fault rules regarding industrial accidents were the product of workmen's compensation laws.
Practical Application of a Negligence Rule
Many observers have described Peter Doe's case as an example of "educational malpractice." The analogy to doctors is apparent. Under the rules governing professional negligence, if a patient suffers an injury because a doctor should but fails to diagnose a disease, or if he misdiagnoses the disease, prescribes the wrong treatment, fails to warn the patient of the risks of treatment, carries out the treatment improperly, or any number of other things, the doctor is likely to be liable for the injury suffered. The key to this analogy is that something akin to incompetence must be demonstrated before liability exists and a jury must conclude that a costeffective precaution should have been taken. If doctors were liable merely because a patient died or a treatment proved ineffective, they would be under a strict-liability system. So, too, with education malpractice. Merely proving that a child has not learned would not be sufficient for him to receive damages under a negligence theory.
On the other hand, while a doctor (or school) is not required to insure that the client will get well (or learn) once he (or it) undertakes to treat (or teach), there is a legal duty to do so professionally, and expectations about probable results may effect a jury's judgment about professional competence. We assume that a doctor will be successful when treating a patient with myopia but are less certain when the patient has leukemia. So, too, with teaching. Although we may not expect the child with an IQ of 70 to master geometry, we do expect that "normal" children will eventually learn basic skills. As with the myopic who remains shortsighted after medical treatment, when a child has not gained basic skills we at least suspect incompetence in the absence of another explanation.
It is important to remember that negligence need not be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. Plaintiffs need only to convince the jury by the weight of the evidence that the defendant failed to exercise due care (failed to undertake a cost-effective solution). In addition to proving that the defendant took an unreasonable risk, the plaintiff must convince the jury that his injury occurred as a result of the defendant's negligence; in other words, he must prove "cause." But when there is no other good explanation of the injury and the plaintiff has proven the defendant to be negligent in some respect, the jury may be willing to attribute the injury to the negligence.
I believe that the initial strategy of reform lawyers in suits against the schools will follow these guidelines: (1) the plaintiff will be a normal or typical student, in order to discount suggestions that he cannot learn or that something he did is the cause of his nonlearning; (2) plaintiffs will point to obvious school blunders which may be cured cheaply as the cause of the injury, to discount suggestions that it is too expensive to take the proposed precautions.
Peter Doe's Case
With these guidelines in mind, consider Peter Doe's story.32 Peter is described as good natured and liked by his classmates. During his twelve years in the San Francisco schools he regularly attended class and never had any special ailments or disciplinary problems. When he was in the first grade an IQ test suggested that he had about average intelligence. Yet Peter has not much academic learning to show for his years in school. Some years he made a few months' progress in reading achievement. Some years he made none at all. A few times he was put in "remedial reading" classes although they did not seem to help. Still, he was promoted with his class each year. When he graduated from high school, he was reading at the fifth-or sixth-grade level. That shocked his family. Through the years his mother had been told that Peter was doing all right, that his reading ability was not much below the school average. That average turns out to be below the national average. Did Peter realize that he was not learning to read very well? Even if he did, not knowing how to read did not seem too important. Peter even got B's in some of his courses, although at this point it is difficult to tell whether those grades were awarded for effort or achievement or arbitrarily. It was not until after his graduation when he found he was unable to read well enough to fill out a job application that he realized he did not get from school what he should have.
This story is meant to suggest that Peter is the kind of student we would expect to learn to read, and there is nothing about him which readily suggests that his failure to learn was due to anything but the school's incompetence. Still, in order to prove negligence, Peter must be able to identify some specific thing or things which actually tie the school's fault to his harm.
A jury might well agree with Peter that the school made some serious mistakes and could have taken not-too-expensive action to help him read. Some of the school's errors were in communication: (1) through conferences and misleading report cards, Peter and his family were told that he was making progress when he really was not; (2) he was counseled into courses that were too difficult for him rather than being informed about and counseled toward available remedial programs. Other complaints suggested by Peter Doe's story deal with procedural problems: either the school has inadequate procedures to identify students needing remedial help, or, assuming the school used proven diagnostic procedures, those procedures failed to diagnose that Peter needed reading help. While the financial burden of making these procedural changes may be greater than improving the lines of communication, a jury will probably not consider them overly costly.
There are other possible explanations for Peter's inability to read, but these might require additional evidence and perhaps higher costs. He might argue that the school was negligent to pass him on from one grade to the next knowing that he was unprepared for more difficult work. In order to support this theory he would have to suggest some alternatives to present practices and deal with their costs and effectiveness. Similarly, if he pointed to the faults of particular teachers, he would have to provide details. Both these substantive claims would require the testimony of experts.
Originally, in medical malpractice cases plaintiffs were frustrated in their efforts to question the professional competence of doctors by the so-called conspiracy of silence among members of the medical profession.33 Today, this problem is not so serious. Still, professionals continue to be judged by professional standards. They are held to a higher standard of knowledge and skill than laymen, but they may also be unduly protected by professional endorsement of their behavior.34 A teacher who followed normal teaching practice, or even a slightly more innovative program, would probably not be seen as negligent regardless of how ineffective a particular teaching practice turned out to be. Hence, the fact that a teacher failed to teach new math, or perhaps failed to teach old math, would not constitute negligence. As yet, it'is unclear whether Peter Doe can demonstrate unprofessional conduct on the part of any of his teachers.
Of course, plaintiffs can come into court with their teaching experts. If all the experts agreed on one method and the schools were obviously not following it, the case would be clear. But teaching reading is much more complex than this; it is because we cannot be sure of the "best" teaching method or style that Peter's problem becomes so difficult.
To mount a case of education malpractice against the teaching of individual teachers will not be easy. The organization of most of our schools makes it difficult to identify teaching incompetency; often obtaining professional testimony as to what a teacher actually did or did not do in a particular classroom would be nearly impossible. Our deference to teachers which permits them to work independently reflects the education profession's uncertainty about the most effective teaching techniques-in all subjects but especially in reading. Increased sophistication about teaching skills and social science measurement techniques, and growing consensus about what a particular child is supposed to accomplish during a given year in school may help identify bad teaching by reference to how much particular children have learned.
The reader might begin looking to the Coleman Report35 or its reanalyses36 at this point, but they do not seem very helpful. The Coleman Report told us that most student achievement variation occurs within schools and not between schools and, in turn, that interschool resource differences have little impact on student achievement. Yet it did not tell us about the impact of curtailing in-school malpractices. The Coleman Report's questioning of the cost effectiveness of school seems to assume that resources are now effectively deployed. That is the very assumption challenged by Peter Doe's suit.
The question remains whether the public can reasonably expect better conduct from the schools and, if so, whether such conduct is likely to make a difference in how much students learn. Supporters of the Peter Doe case believe they can prove that if schools corrected their mistakes many more children would learn. They point to the fact that some public schools in all kinds of locations-in ghettoes, in rural America, in suburbia-do graduate nearly all of their students as learners, and, therefore, prove that children with nearly every set of characteristics can succeed in school. To move from such generalities to proof in specific cases may be difficult. We do know there are some children who do not have the intelligence to learn and some children with neurological ailments about which the school can do little. The schools may come forward and identify other children they cannot help.
Perhaps through education malpractice suits the courts will provide a forum for addressing the difficult question of the causes of learning and nonlearning. From this perspective, judicial competence to determine the cause of negligence is less of a problem. So long as plaintiffs have the burden of proof and the causes of learning failure remain obscure, many nonlearners will not be able to demonstrate that their school was at fault. This perspective assumes that in order to avoid liability, schools will probably have to admit their own limitations. A heightened realism about what schools can and cannot do could be a valuable result of such litigation. It would be a major gain if damage suits prompted schools to improve communication with a student and his family regarding his progress and what he can expect from schooling. These suits might also influence schools to identify better the special needs of students and counsel them accordingly. Even if malpractice lawsuits were unsuccessful when aimed directly at the substance of education they might very well effect substantive changes.
Uncertainty about what teaching methods "work" plus un-certainty about what schools should do may make this an area that courts would prefer not to enter at all. Avoiding the problem will not be difficult, for proving negligence and cause is only one of the problems that nonlearners face in suits against their schools.
Limitations on Liability for Negligence
Contributory Negligence
Traditionally, "contributory negligence" by plaintiffs acts to bar their recovery in negligence cases."3 Thus, even if a school is negligent, if the student is also at fault he will lose. Some students are not motivated, and as a result do not pay attention in class, become behavior problems, and so on. Is this contributory negligence? One could find an analogy in medical malpractice. It is unlikely that a doctor would be liable for a patient's injuries which result from the patient's failure to take prescribed medicine. Yet, in the school setting, despite our disappointment with a student's failure to participate in the "treatment" we might not wish to blame schoolchildren, particularly those in elementary school, for their behavior. Perhaps we would say that if the child is going to school regularly and conventional teaching methods do not succeed, the school should have an obligation to try new ways to motivate him. In evaluating whether children are contributorily negligent, we may demand of them only what we can reasonably expect from those of similar age and experience. This is a perspective taken by many courts in dealing with injuries to children. 38 The schools might also try to blame the parents, and in some cases with good reason. But if the school is also negligent, we should be careful not to impute the parents' negligence to the child and thereby absolve the school of its fault. If a driver races down a residential street at 60 miles an hour and runs down a young child who is standing in the road because his parents had negligently failed to supervise him, he will not be relieved of liability to that child.39 Peter Doe points to the fact that he cannot read very well and that reading is a prerequisite for other learning. People do regard reading as the basic skill that schools teach and a necessary skill for full participation in adult society. The Nixon administration has even established a right-to-read program to combat reading failure.42 But what about a student who is able to read but cannot do mathematics? Surely the school has undertaken to teach more than reading. Most children can read a bit; it is when they read at a level well below what is normal for their age that we call them nonlearners. But how much below normal must that be?
Using functional literacy as the yardstick for measuring who is a nonlearner is an appealing possibility because it would provide a standard against which learning could be measured. At a minimum, the schools have led people to believe that they have undertaken to make children functionally literate, and the absence of functional literacy suggests financial harm. Finally, it is something which nearly all children have the potential to achieve. The problem here is that there is no Any external standard would mean that a child who is very talented and is performing below capacity would have no action against the school once he reaches the minimum standard of performance, even if the school were to blame for his low achievement in terms of his potential. While this might be acceptable on policy grounds since the lowest achievers need the most assistance, courts might not be happy to draw such lines between. children with differing potentials. The duty question presents a very serious problem in suits against schools, reflecting our inability to describe what any particular student and his family can expect from attendance at public school. In view of this, a court may conclude that a school has no further obligation than to provide educational opportunities to students or to try to teach them certain skills.
One might look to statutory language to describe a school district's duty. Suppose a state statute provides that a district is to design its curriculum to meet the needs of its pupils. Such precatory language expresses a duty no more precise than the negligence standard. Statutes which direct that students gain vocational and citizenship skills also represent no great improvement over the functional literacy notion. If the district is not supposed to award diplomas except to those who reach certain standards of competence, it is difficult to understand how a student can complain when he receives one even though he is undeserving. Perhaps a campaign to stop schools from awarding meaningless diplomas may promote educational change by embarrassing the schools, but this seems to be a risky procedure. It may be that the value of a high school diploma will simply decline.
Damages
Part of the problem in deciding who is a nonlearner concerns the difficulty of specifying how people who are nonlearners suffer. While we can agree that it is harmful to be unable to read, it is not easy to put a price tag on that harm. It is even more difficult to put a price tag on not achieving up to potential. The conventional approach to damages suggests that a nonreader might be suing for money to pay for (1) tutoring to boost him up to the proper reading level, (2) lost wages while being tutored, and (3) pain and suffering.44 There are problems with this approach. Unless a nonlearner has been tutored and has learned prior to bringing the suit, in the way that those with broken arms may have already healed before they bring suit, how much tutoring will be needed? We have enough experience with broken arms to know about how much they cost to cure even if they have not been cured by the time of a trial but we do not have this experience with nonlearners. To what level is the plaintiff to be tutored? And can one prove real wage losses for a person who has not yet worked?
These questions may seem unanswerable, yet juries make damage awards on the basis of such nebulous standards every day. For example, juries in California decide how much money should be awarded for the shock suffered by a father who sees someone negligently run over his child.
In view of the problems with money damages, an alternate strategy suggests that Peter Doe should not be suing for money at all, but instead for the right to additional free schooling. The prospect of staying on at his old high school may not be very appealing to him. Interestingly enough, in California he has the right to go tuition free to a community college (although he will likely have book costs and some fees to pay). If that community college offered programs suited to his needs, some might be satisfied that sufficient relief already exists within the system. Others might be skeptical about whether community colleges are currently equipped to deal with students who read below the eighth-grade level, and might further question the fairness of making a nonlearner continue to take his training from the public system that failed him in the past.
A related problem is whether lawsuits would be limited to those who, like Peter Doe, are no longer in the school system. A functional literacy standard obviously does not apply to young children. Assume that, through the school's negligence, a 10-year-old boy reads at the first-grade level when he should read at the third-or fourth-grade level. Does it make sense to allow education malpractice suits but to make such a child wait eight years until he graduates before he can sue? Should we say that parents who recognize a severe learning problem during their child's early years have adequate remedies available by moving their residence, enrolling the child in a private school, or applying political pressure? If younger victims, as well as already graduated ones, seem to need judicial assistance, perhaps it could be established that when a child falls substantially behind his peers through the school's failure, he should be able to obtain a year's tuition at a private school. After that year, the court could decide whether the alternate experience had been helpful. If it were, then the court would have to decide whether to keep the child in the private school because it was working or return the child to the public school because he is cured. If one prefers the first alternative, we must face the fact that courts generally make only one-time damage awards rather than periodic awards. There may be a way out of this in some cases, for many states already provide tuition vouchers for educationally handicapped children who are not well served by the public schools.45 Perhaps the slow reader in this example could be placed in this voucher program by the court. Another solution would be to permit the young nonlearner to sue to be transferred to another public school of his choice.
Damage Suits against Public Agencies
In most cities there are private vocational schools. Suppose one advertises "Come to our school and learn horseshoeing. You have a wonderful career ahead of you." If a student reasonably relies on that claim but learns later that cars have replaced horse-drawn carriages and the market for blacksmiths has virtually disappeared, he might understandably institute a fraud action. Most cities also have private foreignlanguage schools. Suppose one advertises "Come to our school and you will be speaking German within three weeks." Unless there is some qualification in that promise, a lawsuit by someone who needed to speak German for a job opportunity but who still cannot speak German after the designated time period would be quite understandable. Finally, suppose that a private typing school tries to teach students to type by tying one arm behind their backs and that this method not only fails to produce typists but also causes the students' hands to atrophy. Again, a lawsuit would seem in order. In each of these cases the student could at least reasonably ask for his money back. In addition, we would expect that he might ask for further damages as well.
When a student sues a public school he cannot ask for his money back because it is not really his money. Some might argue, therefore, that since he has no "contract" he should have no claim at all, suggesting that what is really at issue in the public school setting is nonperformance of an unenforceable promise by a public agency. From this perspective an aggrieved student's remedy lies in the political process or "perhaps in legal proceedings aimed at public officials, either to force them to act affirmatively or to restrain them from doing certain things-but not in a damage action.
Even if Peter Doe's claim is the sort for which damages for negligence might be awarded if the defendant were a private party, difficulties develop when government is the defendant. Originally, sovereign immunity prevented suits against the state altogether. Suits against local government depended upon whether the action was governmental or proprietary, with suits available only in the latter case. As immunity generally was worn down in the courts, legislatures adopted so-called Tort Claims Acts, which permit damage suits against government and government officials only under certain conditions. These acts permit negligence claims, but many preclude from challenge as negligence those acts which are "discretionary." This could exclude a number of the complaints about schools made by nonlearners. Even in California, where this exception has been narrowly interpreted, some of the complaints about schools will still be seen as discretionary because they concern policymaking which is exempt from suit, rather than the administration of policies which is not. 46 A further problem with suits against government in the negligence area is that, unlike businesses that have economic incentives to continue what they are doing, government operates under a special set of incentives. In contrast to a business, the government might redefine its functions and thereby avoid taking cost-effective action under pressure from dominant political forces. In short, schools may either give up on or toughen up on children rather than to try harder to teach them.
Responses to Successful Suits
Student Responses
Will suits like Peter Doe's serve as incentives for students not to learn? If damages are awarded accurately, there should be no incentive to fail since the student would be compensated only for losses suffered. Actually, he would not be compen-sated for his attorney's fees, and this should dissuade deliberate nonlearning. People today do not go around hoping to be in accidents so that they can be paid for work they miss while recovering.
What if the student pretended to be a nonlearner when he was not? Fraudulent claims are well known to defense lawyers, and where the injury is not obvious, as is a broken leg, it is important to have some confidence that the jury will not be making awards to too many undeserving plaintiffs. This should not be a great fear in cases like Peter Doe's because schools regularly test and observe students. Long-term concealment of achievement would be difficult for students, particularly young ones.
School Responses
If education malpractice suits are allowed, how might the life of students in school be changed? Some complain that teachers would concentrate only on reading and neglect teaching. But is this something to complain about? Are there activities the school might sacrifice that are more important than teaching reading? Some might argue that enjoyment might be taken out of learning but I believe more enjoyment will have to be put into learning if nonlearners are to be helped. Would the school shift attention away from high achievers and concentrate on nonlearners? Assuming limited resources for education, this is the practice favored by advocates of "compensatory" education. If this truly happened, suits by nonlearners would cause the schools to alter their priorities dramatically, something that neither federal nor state legislation has been able to accomplish. Whether a person approves of such a shift in priorities depends in large measure on his perception of what constitutes a just society. In any event, it seems unlikely that high achievers will be ignored. Strong political forces would assure that good students be considered, even if it means taxing local residents more heavily.
At the other extreme, there is fear that some schools would sort out slow-learning children as ineducable (particularly "culturally disadvantaged" children), announce that nothing could be done for them, and then give up on them. This would stigmatize slow learners and make it standard policy to ignore them. But would it be allowed? In a number of recent cases, courts have blocked districts from dumping children, particularly ethnic minority children, into classes for the mentally retarded.47 Hence, invalid screening devices that supposedly sort out nonlearners but actually discriminate against ethnic or racial minorities would not be allowed. If functional literacy were to become the standard against which schools were measured, most "culturally disadvantaged" children clearly could not be slandered as "nonachievers." Some children will never become functionally literate, and unless a school were required to set and try to achieve realistic goals for these children, they might indeed be ignored. Continued testing to determine a child's progress and prospects might be introduced by some schools; students should be able to protect themselves against continued grade failure on the theory that it is negligent to make a child continually repeat the same experience.
Lawsuits like Peter Doe's may make us more realistic about what schools can and cannot do. We should recognize that the schools cannot solve all of society's problems. These suits may generate more concrete statements of the goals of schooling than those we find today. We should not expect schools to fade away. They probably will be willing to accept the responsibility of determining each student's special needs and helping him master at least the basic skills needed for independence.
It is unlikely that individual teachers would be required to pay damages in a successful suit like Peter Doe's, even when the harm is attributable to a specific person. As in most enterprises, the employer would be liable and would pay.48 But teachers might well pay in other ways. If they can be identified, teachers who cause the school district to be liable might be fired or demoted. The costs of damage awards might be borne by teachers in the form of lower salaries.
Many teachers would welcome some of the changes sought by students who bring malpractice suits, for they are as upset and disappointed with the school bureaucracy and some of their fellow teachers as are Peter Doe and his family. If they are going to bear some of the burden of malpractice suits, teachers too will probably demand changes to increase school productivity. Under the correct circumstances, teachers could become the students' best allies.
Those who favor Peter Doe's suit are asking a great deal from the judicial system, and some people doubt whether it can deliver. It must be remembered that courts have been slow to accomplish school desegregation, even where the rights of blacks are very clear. With complex malpractice suits, one can have only limited confidence in a jury's ability to decide accurately the "cause," "negligence," and "damages" questions.
We 
